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DIRECTION FOR USE 

 

Conditions of use, maintenance and guaranty 
(To read closely and to conserve for a later consultation) 

 

 
 

File L.N.E. (State Normalisation Laboratory) – D120021/cqpe/7 
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Step of operation 
Packaging: 

 

 
1 cover                        1 or 2 manual crank          tension strap   socket bolt 

 

In your parcel you will find: 

 

- A rolled up cover 

- One or two manual crank depending on the dimension of your swimming pool 

- One bag containing accessories necessary to install the cover 

 

To install your SECURIT POOL you will need 

 

- two people   

- One drill 

- One 12 mm drill bit 

- One hammer 

 

The approximate weight of your cover is indicated on the parcel list with thye bag containing accessories. 

 

Installation: 

 

Put the rolled cover on one of end of the pool where the cover will be stored.  Unroll the cover using the “unroll 

strap” fixed on the cover. 

 

 
  

The cover will have to be centred on the pool. 

The cover needs to lie on a min of 20 cm of coping all around the pool.  

 

Should the swimming pool have steps on the length side, arrange the coping replacement profile/section as 

shown in diagram. 
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Attaching the Cover 

 

Storage side: 

 

- Drill holes in the coping starting where the cover is 

stored.   (Using 12mm drill bit to a depth of 80 mm)  

- Position yourself opposite the ropes approx 180 mm 

from the cover (it is possible if necessary to modify the 

positioning of the ropes on the tube at the end of the 

cover by unscrewing and screwing back after adjusting 

the insert which you can find in the tube using an Allen 

Key (6 side of 2.5)) 

 

- Put de bolt using a hammer, open the bolt manually and 

put the strap ring to the bolt. 

 

Opposite side: 

 

- Position yourself at the other side of the pool, looking the side already attached.  Repeat previous 

operation to attach tension strp by positioning yourself in front of the strap at approx 550 mm from the 

cover (It is possible if necessary to modify the positioning of the ropes on the tube at the end of the 

cover by unscrewing and screwing back after adjusting the insert which you can find in the tube using 

an Allen Key (6 side of 2.5)) 

-  Put the bolt as indicated previously.  Attach to the bolt the straps ring with tension brackets (shown in 

photo). Attach the strap to the tension bracket and “click” 5 times to tighten.  Proceed to tighten the 

cover by pulling on straps using the tension brackets in a symmetrical way being careful to make sure 

the tension is even in over to allow optimised installation, and to avoid aniy deterioration of the cover. 

(see picture bellow). 

 

 
 

Note: If the bolt are a little bit moving in the coping due to a fault in during the boring of the coping, its 

possible to make it more oval with the hammer to improve the grip in the hole. 
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On the length: 

 

     
  Storage side          Opening side         

 

A) Rectangular cover (with or without stairs): see picture above 

 

Start with tighten the 2 tension strap placed into the hem on the both side of the cover.  For the installation 

of the bolt, see the explanation before. 

 

 

B) Free form cover : see picture below 

 

Start with tighten the 2 tension strap placed into the hem on the both side of the cover.  For the installation 

of the bolt, see the explanation before. Don’t forget the coping replacement section on the stairs. 

 

 
 

For an above ground wood swimming pool, see special indications enclosed with the cover. 

 

 

 

Very Important 

 

Securit Pool Littoral may provide its security office only if the bolts are correctly installed on a resistant support 

like, for instance, cement floor 350 gr/m² of at least 10 cm high. 
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Installation advice: 

 

To insure the security of your family and friends it is imperative to respect the following advice: 

 

- The cover will have to be centred on the pool, lying on 20 cm all around the pool 

- The bolts must be fixed at outside of the pool on resistant coping or floor 

- The tension of the cover must be done using tension brackets 

- Straps with tension brackets (for free form swimming pool) place between the aluminium bar have 

imperatively to be fixed on resistant coping, to allow a perfect tension of the cover and be sure that the 

cover is pinned on the floor, all around the pool.  Important to avoid any rising or any moving of the 

cover. 

- In case of stairs on the length side, use the coping 

replacement section. 

- Tighten the steps section using the straps and tension 

brackets. 

- Any tension must be done symmetrically and evenly to 

allow optimal installation and avoid deterioration of the 

cover. 

- For security and maintenance reasons ensure the water 

level is 2/3 up skimmer, in over to relieve the cover, 

and therefore to reduce the flexion on the aluminium 

parts in case of overload as well during the winter than 

during the summer.  It is an important part of the 

security aspect of the cover.   The water level must not 

be higher than the higher part of the skimmers. 

- Securit pool is not suitable for overflow (infinity) pools. 

 

 

Using of the cover: 

 

Rolling up the cover (removing cover) 

 

- Un tighten the tension straps drawing the spring tongue and rock the spring catch from 180°. Only on 

the opening side.  Remove the S fixation from the strap. If they stay during the rolling of the cover, the 

steel may damage the cover. 

- In case of stairs, remove the straps and put down the extension on the main cover.  Place the bar 

extension receiving the crank on the stairs side. 

- Extend the “unroll strap” in the axe of the length of the cover (you’ll need it to cover the pool again). 

- Connect the square connector of the crank in the rolling up bar.  A hole is foreseen. 

- Rolling up the cover thanks to the crank (use the two cranks if cover is bigger than 10 x 5m). 

- Keep out the crank out of reach of children 

 

Unrolling (putting on cover): 

 

- Draw the cover using the “unroll strap”, being in front of the rolled cover at the opposite side of the 

pool. 

- Put the tension straps on cover, using the S fixation.  Start tightens with the lateral straps on the cover. 

- Any tension must be done symmetrically and evenly to allow optimal installation and avoid 

deterioration of the cover. 

- In case of stairs on the length side, place the coping replacement section before putting on the cover. 

 

 

 

Very Important 

 

Always have a look on the pool when you open or close the pool  
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Usage advice: 

 

- The cover will have to be centred on the pool, lying on 20 cm all around the pool. 

- The bolts must be fixed at outside of the pool on resistant coping or floor. 

- On each closing of the cover, the tension has to be done with ten tension bracket. 

- Straps with tension brackets (for free form swimming pool) place between the aluminium bar have 

imperatively to be fixed on resistant coping, to allow a perfect tension of the cover and be sure that the 

cover is pinned on the floor, all around the pool.  Important to avoid any rising or any moving of the 

cover. 

- Any tension must be done symmetrically and evenly to allow optimal installation and avoid 

deterioration of the cover. 

- In case of stairs on the length side, place the coping replacement section before putting on the cover. 

Tighten the stairs protection thanks to the tension brackets. 

- Periodically (at least every 3 month) check the perfect combination and the good condition of the cover.  

Check especially the good conditions of the straps and other fixations systems making the security of 

the cover. In case of deterioration of wearing, please replace the parts immediately. 

- Check also the plastic protection under the aluminium bar to avoid deterioration of the coping. 

- For security and maintenance reasons ensure the water level is 2/3 up skimmer, in order to relieve the 

cover, and therefore to reduce the flexion on the aluminium parts in case of overload as well during the 

winter than during the summer.  It is an important part of the security aspect of the cover.   The water 

level must not be higher than the higher part of the skimmers 

- In winter, take measure to insure that water does not overflow, forecast a overflow pipe.  Take al 

measure to avoid any deterioration of the pool. 

- In period of important precipitation, remove any impurities standing on the cavity for water draining in 

order to avoid formation of water pocket. 

- Above 20 cm snow: take snow over the cover or remove cover before any snow.  It exist also a winter 

protection kit.   

- If you don’t follow one or more of the above or guarantee of void on security offered by cover, and the 

cover itself. 

 

Maintenance: (responsibility of the pool owner) 

 

- The cleaning of your SECURIT POOL LITTORAL cover must be done a least 4 times a year,using a 

soft not abrasive not foaming detergent, which contains no solvents. 

- Take of the cover the pool to carry out cleaning. 

- Abrasive sponges are forbidden. 

- For every day maintenance simply use a hose pipe. 

- Ensure periodically and at least every 3 months the perfect combination and the good condition of the 

cover.  Check especially the good conditions of the straps and other fixations systems making the 

security of the cover. In case of deterioration of wearing, please replace the parts immediately. 

- This control is equally necessary immediately after 20 cm or more of snow on the cover, winds blowing 

at more than 90 km/h and at any other circumstances that may have damaged the cover. 

- Control equally in this case that the PVC membrane and the welds are not damaged. 

- Spare parts must be provided by Annonay Productions France.  Guaranty will be immediately stopped 

if the cover would be transform outside of our assembly shop or/and with spare parts not provided by 

Annonay Productions France. 

 

For any information on after sales service, please contact the company you’ve purchase the cover. 

 

SECURITY ADVICES: 

 

 

Swimming pool may be a danger for your child.  A drowning 

happened too fast!  Children playing around a swimming pool ask a 

constant watch, even if they can swim. 

 

The presence of an adult is necessary when the pool is “open”.  
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SECURITY ADVICES ESPECIALLY FOR COVERS: 

 

- Even if you are now the owner of a SECURIT POOL LITTORAL to, among other things, secures your 

pool, the risks factors may not be totally cancelled. 

- This cover doesn’t take place of sensibility or personal responsibility.  Parents and Adults stay the most 

important factor for the young child protection. 

- The security of the cover is only provided when the swimming pool is close, the cover tightened and the 

installation done following the manufacture instructions. 

- The cover has to be putting on each time when adults or parents are absent. 

- When putting on the cover, control that there are no swimmer or other in the pool (before and during 

the operation). 

- Keep out of reach of children any crank or accessories. 

- Only a responsible adult may use the mechanism to open the cover. 

- Its forbidden to walk, jump or to go up the cover 

- Take any measure in order to forbidden the access of the swimming pool at children if the cover has to 

be repaired or if you observe problem making the closing and / or the security of the pool (thanks to the 

cover) imperfect or impossible. 

      

Terms of guaranty: 

 

The swimming pool covers SECURIT POOL LITTORAL and HORS SOL BOIS got a guaranty of 3 years in 

normal use on the aluminium sections, the membrane, the bolt, tensions brackets and fixations rings. 

 

Mechanics parts (crank, plastic protection for coping, straps) are guaranteed 6 months. 

 

Guaranty starts the day of shipping out of our manufacture. 

 

Way to use and guaranty condition: 

 

The SECURIT POOL has to be installed following the installation advice given by the manufacture and used 

following the habits and customs of the profession conform to the security norm enforced in the country of 

installation (if it exists). 

 

Any recourse in guaranty will ruled out in case of: 

- Direction for use of the product not respected 

- Wearing dues to abnormal abrasion or rubbing, i.e.: abrasive, rough or bulging coping. 

- Overload of snow above 20 cm (see use advice). 

- Wind blows higher than 90kh/m 

- Water level not respected 

-  Bad way of using the cover making a deterioration of it (see use advice) 

- normal wearing of component  

- deterioration dues to transport, malice, bad maintenance (i.e.: using of cleaning product not 

appropriated – see maintenance advice) 

 

An intervention, even in guaranty, doesn’t give any prolongation of the guaranty period. 

 

Guaranty Application: 

 

Any reclamation has to be send by fax or registered letter.  Cover has to be hold at our disposal for an expertise. 

No return of cover will be admitted without a written agreement of our services. 

 

We need for all return the following informations: Name and address of the dealer, name and address of the 

owner, reference of our delivery note, dimension and colour of the cover, nature of the problem. 

 

Our guaranty is limited at the replacement of parts acknowledged defect by our manufacture without any other 

compensation.   

Guaranty will be immediately stopped if the cover would be transform outside of our assembly shop or/and with 

spare parts not provided by Annonay Productions France. 


